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 Hack & Slash Studios, “a world-class American video game developer, and pioneer in the console entertainment space”. They
have crafted Hack & Slash: The World of Chaos into a real pleasure to play.Key features include:• Hundreds of weapons and

gear to craft your own masterpieces• A plethora of on-screen action: dodging, blocking, rolling and dodging to dodge• Engaging
storyline with numerous characters• and more …!!!Features:- Original game, fully playable, optimized for Linux (and

Windows/Mac)!- Save anywhere you want and come back later!- Powerful Save System (multiple save slots)!- Mod support
(customized gamepad configurations for each save game)!- A whole lot of hidden content and endings to discover!- Play with

different Gamepad Configuration settings on different saved game levels.- 50+ hours of gameplay with different character
customization possibilities!- Balanced difficulty levels for beginners and experienced players.- Fully voiced and fully localized
in English and French.- Original soundtrack!- Amazing artwork!This is the first episode in the series:The story is set in a post-

apocalyptic world. At a time when we are already used to the horror of the information on the media and the Internet, the world
is suffering from a natural disaster: the explosion of the volcano has left behind devastation and death.Our main character and
designer of Hack & Slash: The World of Chaos, Saint, wakes up in the middle of the chaos, only to discover that he is the last

survivor of a city, and his only means of survival is to fight to survive.Saint is a young man, but he does not have an easy life. He
is an orphan, and he lives in a shelter, where he has to face the hostility of a cruel Warden. He must get a weapon and a helmet

in order to join the war in the wasteland.His weapons are hackable. By default, you have only one weapon. You can change
between them by selecting your weapon slot. You have 3 slots, but you can only use one at the same time.The game is very

much a hack and slash one, and it lets you control the characters with the Arrow Keys on your keyboard. You can turn and move
with the Space bar. The cursor keys control the direction.The game supports Mac and Linux, with easy gamepad and keyboard

setups.“Are the voters going to kick us out of office?” That was the topic of Wednesday night’s town hall-style meeting, in West
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